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4.6. Wireless session protocol (WSP) 

WSP has been designed to operate on top of the datagram service WDP or the transaction service 

WTP. Provides a shared state between a client and a server. 

WSP offers the following needed for content exchange between cooperating clients and servers: 

1.Session management: 

 WSP introduces sessions that can be established from a client to a server. 

 The capabilities of suspending and resuming a session are important to mobile 

applications. 

 Assume a mobile device is being switched off –  it  would be  useful  for a user to be 

able to continue operation at exactly the point where the device was switched off. 

2. Capability negotiation: 

 Clients and servers can agree upon a common level of protocol functionality during 

session establishment. 

 Example parameters to negotiate are: 

 Maximum client SDU size 

 Maximum outstanding requests 

 Protocol options 

 Server SDU size. 

 Content encoding 

WSP defines the efficient binary encoding for the content it transfers.WSP offers content typing 

and composite objects.Wireless Session Protocol/Browsing (WSP/B) - comprises protocols and 

services most suited for browsing-type applications. 

WSP/B offers the following features: 

 HTTP/1.1 functionality: 

 WSP/B supports the HTTP/1.1 functions, such as 
 Extensible request/reply methods 
 Composite objects 
 Content type negotiation. 
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 Exchange of session headers: 

 Client and server can exchange request/reply headers that remain constant over 

the lifetime of the session. 

 These  headers  may  include: Content types, character sets, languages, device 

capabilities, and other static parameters. 

 WSP/B will not interpret header information but passes all headers directly to 

service users. 

 Push and pull data transfer: 

 Pulling data from a server is supported by WSP/B using the request/response 

mechanism. 

WSP/B supports three push mechanisms for data transfer: 

i. A confirmed data push within an existing session context 

ii. A non-confirmed data push within an existing session context 

iii. A non-confirmed data push without an existing session context. 

 Asynchronous requests: 

 Optionally, WSP/B supports a client that can send multiple requests to a server 

simultaneously. 

 This improves efficiency & latency 

 


